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ABSTRACT

This paper describes tracer gas measuring techniques that have been used to characlerizevenfilation and air infiltration Ín buildings, with an emphasis on recent development,s andapplications in large industrial and commercial structures. Fundamentals ano appt:.cátions arepresented for both single and multiple tracerfor detailed characterization of building ai
surveying large numbers of buildings are also
measuring bechniques as well as discussion of
A detailed bibliography is also included to f
topics discussed.

INTRODUCTION

meas_uring techniques for characterÍzing
While there have been prevlous reviews of

concentrates on more recent developments and
examples of the applicatlon of these techniques

The following secti-on.of tle paper provides a brief dlscussÍon of the fundamentars of tracergas measurement including the mass balance theory on whfch bhe measurements are based and thethree basic approaches, i.ê., decay, constant
chamber theory and applj.cations are also dis
techniques for the study of large bu
ventilated enclosures. The applicationis presented as an example, along wit
constant injection technique for pressure testing offfce buildlngs is arso presenbed.Murtipl'e tracer techniques are dlscussed in trre fourlh section 

"" " rä"ns of chaiaclerizingventilation in mult,i-chamber structures and studying inlerzonar airfLoe¡ rates. The laslsection discusses low-cost tracer gas measurtng teðhnj.ques that are useful- for the siuoy orIarge numbers of buildings.

A.K, Persily, Ph.D.
ASH RA E Assoclafe M em ber

Tracer gases have been used to measure air infilt,ration and ventilation characterÍstlcs ofbuildings for about J0 years, and the vario(Sherman et al. 1980; Hunt 1980; Harrje et aI
have been considered by Honma egT Ð andnonreactivity, nont,oxicity, and a relatively
techniques used to measure tracer gas concent,r
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(1)
lthere v 1s the bui'lding volume, c is.the. trac-er gas concentration (dimensÍonless), ö Ís thetime derivarive of conónr;;¿i;;,-i':.. u,";"dr;;;; airfrow 

""¿¿;ìT-of rhe building, F isl!"":3t#::ti:Jffiï";"?i ì"J;"ti"; rare, and t-ì;1i;* rr,e o,tããoili.""" sas concenrrarion

the air exchange or ÍnfiJ.tration rate I is glven by

vc(r) = F(r) - q(b) c(r)

I(t) = qk)/V

where I is in air changes per hour (h-1).

{ï,
C(t) = Co exp( (s)/V) ds )

where

The solution to Equation 1 Ís given by¡
^!+ (1/Y) 

I ort,r1) F(rl) dr1

Q(t,tr) = exp( -co = 0(o). flqi)tv) dy ttEL

(2)

(3)

(4)

Deca:¿

The slmplest tracer gas technique is lhe tracer gas decay.me.thod, which has been discussedprevlouslv by Lagus (1980)' rtriË te"r.n'qu" i.-ä"8-ãr," suu¡ect oib'"i"noardized measurementprocedure (ASTM 1993). .cfter-ãn-init1ät t*õ;i;jectioi into trrJËtructure, there is nosource of tracer gas, hence F(t)=o 
""d Eq;;t¿i-i'oåäår",

C(t) = C "')o exp( - Johr"r^) ds ). (5)
Equatlon 5 can be solved exactly to yield the average infiltration rate from 0 to t,

L= (1/Ð rn ( (colc(r) )
(6)

centrations, as opposed
s straightforward. Ttreair -samples containing
rot 1990; Harje et af.

Constant Concentration

The constant concentrat
simultaneously analyze t of automated instrumentatlon totracer gas to maintain r lnjS9.t an epproprlate quantitv ofapplied by Collet (1981). ouUding. Ïhls bechnique has 'been

e., u(È/ = 0, Equation 1 reduces to
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reduces to

C(t) = F/q q)

However, s_i_nce mixing of the tracer gas within a volume lakes a finite amount of time, ðtt) i"
neve-r reaIly. eqla1 to zero unl-ess r(t) is constant. ö(t) may be crose Lo zero ir Í(tj-is a
slowly changing function of time, and an appropriate injection stratery is emplcyed. Hence,
Equation 7 is not an exact mathematicaL solution and measurements baseã on thii equat:.on wi:_t
¡s subject to errors. The magnitude of these errors have not been well exámined. An
advantage of the constant concentration technique is that it, can be used to màãsure
simultaneously the infiltration rates into different zones of a buildÍng, as described bel_ow
fn the discussion on multi-chamber measurement.

ønsfanUn-iecfion

Ttre third tracer g_as_technÍque is referred to as the constant injection t,echnique in whichF(t) = constant. rf r i.s also asswned to be constant, then Equatloï 3 yields

. C(t) = (F/q) + (Co - F/q) exp(-It).

After a sufficiently long time, the transient dies out,
obtains the simple conslant injection equation,

c(t) = F/q

FÍ = Qio ci.
From this equation one obtains a value of Qio for each chamber.

(8)

i.a, C attains equilibrium, and one

(9)

(11)

The tolal infiltration rate

This relation is valid only for cases in which the infiltration rate is constant, thus bheresults obtained with this technique are exact only when the system is in eqú:.fi¡rium.
Otherwise' the resui'ts will be subject to errors, with Èhe magnitude of these errors depending
on the extent of the departure from equilibrium.

Multi-Chamber Approach

Most of the previous discussion applies to structures which are modelLed as a single zone. In
mar¡y cases this assumption is inappropriate and a muLtt-chamber model must be useO (SinOen1glÐ. A variety of multichamber measuring techniques exist, involving tracer decay, constantconcentrationr or constant injection techniques, and the use of one or several tracLr gases.

The equations describing the multichamber case are similar to Equation 1, except for theaddition of airflow between chambers A mass baLance for each chamber yields,
N

ViCi = ¡ oij (cj - Ci) - QioCi + F, (10)
j=r

is the tracer gas concentrabfon in that same
e, ei.i is the airflow rale f rom the jth to
ith Shamber to outside and q¡ i = 0. Note
g that the outdoor tracer gas öo'ncentralion

here will be another set of these equations,

to a multi-chamber building model in order to
one by releasing a different tracer in each
nse of each tracer in all of the chambers fn
Írflows of interest and not yield degenerate
ambers, the injection stratery, and the initial

'"rn#:ilËtr'"î:T,;"rronïn "å1 iî:ffi'å: ",1,ff =t1""î¡"r%,"0=otr.t?*""t:ï., "?"":::tf:::::::arion
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for the entire building I is determined by simply adding together all of bhe qio

SI¡ELE TRACER TECHNIOUES FOR LANGE BUILDII\ES

Ihis section reviews techniques that emplcy a single tracer gas to measure inflltration and
ventilation in largg, buildingp, arbitrarily defined as structures with floor areas greater
than about 5000 ft¿ (500 m¿). These buildings may have mechanÍcal ventilation systems or
they may be naturally ventilated. The types of large buildings that have been studied include
office buildÍngs, industrial buildings such as warehouses and airplane hangers, stores,
shopping centers, and institutional facilities such as schools and hospitals. Most of the
measurements in large buildings have employed the tracer gas decay method, and this particular
applicabion is discussed below. Several other examples of field applications of tracer gas
measurement are also presented. The use of a constant injecfion technique to measure airflow
rates in the pressurization testing of buildings is also discussed.

Tracer Gas Decay in Larqe Buildinss

The basic approach of tracer gas decay measurements in large buildings is fhe same as lhat
described earlier. The tracer gas is released into the building and allowed to mix thoroughly
with the interior air. The decay in the tracer gas concentrabion is monitored over time, and
the irfiltration rate is determined from the decay rate. Severa] characteristics of large
buildings influence the manner in which the decay method is applied to lhese structures.
First, because of the large buiLding volumes, the quant,ity of tracer gaq req¡rired for a test
and its cost become important. The expense depends on the cost per ftr (mr) of tracer gas,
the building volume, and the magnitude of measurable tracer gas concentrations Table 2 shows
the range in the maximum building volume that can be measure( for onq dollarrs worth of tracer
gas (1985 prices). These volumes range f¡om¡bouþ 4q00 ftJ (400 mr) for helium in the 300
parts per million (ppm) range, to about 10o ftJ (10) mJ) for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide.
The ability to measure åFr, CBffa afrd PDCH in t[e Eange of parts per trillion (ppt) yields
measurabl-e voLumes of 1Oo to 10rvJ¡gJ (10rto 10 v mr) per dollarrs worth of tracer gas. From
this tabte 1t is apparent that tracer gases such as SF5,r refrigerants, and perfluorocarbons
analyzed at ppt, or even parts per bilIion, are most appropriate for large buildings.

The mixing of the tracer gas injection in these large buÍIding volumes ls an important
issue. Mixing by diffusion alone is a slow process; however, even in naturally ventilated
buildings, there are significant convective mixing mechanisms. In mechanically ventilabed
buildings the air distribution system can be used to mix the tracer gas, but it can stÍ11 take
15 minutes to an hour. In naturally ventilated buildings, tracer gas mixing is a more
difficult problem. If the building interior is open with few internal partitions, then the
gas will mix with the aÍr, although it can take several hours. Fans can be used to mix the
tracer, but they will alter interior air movement patterns, which may affect the building
infiltration rate. The fans may be used lo obtain an initially uniform concentration, and
then be turned off during the decay. The attainment of a uniform concentration can afso be

assisted by injecting the gas at several locations The only way lo determine if good mixing
has been achieved is to measure the tracer gas concentration at several locations within the
building.

In mechanically ventilated buildings, fan operation and damper position are important
issues. l4ost of these buildings have autcrnatÍc control systems, which lurn fans on and offr
modr:Iate aÍrflow rates, and adjust exhaust, recirculation, and supply damper positions Thus'
to conduct meanÍngful tracer gas measurements and Ínterpret the results, one musl be aware of
the fan operaling schedules and ventilation control strategies. Procedures intended to
provide long-term averages of infiltration rates must be designed with reference to the fact
lhat fans turn off, damper positions change, and the amount of outside air intake varies
greatly, er¿en withln a single day.

Finally, one mry make either long-term, continuous measurements in a building or only a

small number of individual tests Long-term studies are useful- for examining the dependence
of aÍr leakage on weather and the performance of ventilation control systems. llhen makin8
long-term measurements, oners equipment, sensors, and air-sampling lines must be unobtrusive
with regard to the building occupants and the autcrnatic operation of building equipment.
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Tracer Decay Measurements in Office Buildines

f tracer gas measurements in mechanÍcal1y
examples of infiltration measurements in a

surement.s 'in a mechanically ventilated office
to conduct long-term, continuous measurements

980; Grot 1 982). The tracer gas equipment Ís
uipment room where the main air handlers are
uilding wilh the mechanical equipment room
ave separate air handlers, for spaces such as

the main mechanica.l- equipment room. Such an
o obtain a uniform tracer gas concentralion
into aLl the supply fans. This requires the

ing equipment to each suPPlY farL

As seen in Figure 1, the tracer gas concentration is measured at several locations within
r is indeed well mixed. For exampler one may
individuaL floors, and in the return ducts of

tubing connecting the measuring equipment to
to bring the air to the measuring equipment.

i.n the return air plenums immediately upstream

of the return air shafts. In order for these sampling locations to give meaningfu]-

ããncentration measurements, the air handlers must be operating since building geometry and

air-handler arrangements vary greatly among buildings, tracer injection and air-sampling
locations are dj.fferent for each building.

In office buitdings there are two types of measurements that are of interest, referred to
here as ventilation anã infiltration" Ventilation rates refer to measurements made when the
'UuifOing 

HVAC syslem j.s operating normally under occupied conditions. In this case the
uãiiour -spill anä intake dampers open or close as the controL syslem dictates in response to
inside anà oulside lemperatuie and humidÍty and time of day. Infiltration rates refer to the
rããir""*"nts obtained when the spi1l and intake dampers are closed (including any minimum
outside air dampers) and the fañs are running. These test results give an indÍcation of the
airtightness of the building envelope. The operation of the fans during these measurements is
neceséary for mixing and may have an effect on the test resul-ts.

Short-term measurements can also be made in office buil-dings using injection and samplÍng
by hand. The tracer is injected into the supply fans and alr is colLected in containers at
lócations throughout tfre building. The tracer gas concentrations in these containers are then
determined at some later time. This rtmanualrrtechnique has a shorter setup time than the
automated procedure described above, but each infiltration measurement must be made by hand.

Long-term automated infiltration and ventilation me.asurements have been made in ten
mechaniJaIJ.y ventilated office buildings.(Grot 1982; Grot and Persily 1983)' among other
studies. In these tracer gas decay tesls, hourly average infiltration and ventilati-on rates
were measured for hundreds of hours in each building and lhe results were reLated to inside-
outside temperature difference and wind speed. The infiltration rates of the differenb
buildings were found to exhibit varying degrees of weather dependence, and there was a range
in the airtightness of the building envelopes.

The lracer gas decay technique has been applied in an 11-story office building' employing
hand injection oi the tracer gas and sampJ-ing of the interior aj.r with polyethylene bottLes
(Harrje"et al. 1982). The tracer gas concentration in the bottles was Later determined at a

centrãl l-ocatior¡ The air was sampled on four different floors and in the main return duct of
the air handier. Only a small number of measurements u,ere made in bhe building' but the
results demonstrated the utility of this rtair sample containerrr technique in large buifdings.

A small number of industrial bui.ldings have also been studied with the tracer gas decay
technique. These buildings are often characterized by large open volumes, such as warehouses'
where tracer gas mixing can take a long time and is assisted by multi-point injection and the
use of fans. In a study of three laige, natr:ralIy ventilated si-ngle-zone structures in
England, a fan was used to mix the tracér gas (hlaters and Simons 1984). A uniform tracer gas
concentration throughout the space was geneia]ly obtained within about 20 or 30 minutes after
Ínjection, althoulh some spatial vaiiation did remain. A series of tracer gas decay
*...u""r"nts in airÞJ-ane hangãrs has aLso been conducted (Ashl-ey and Lagus 1984).
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There are other examples of the use of tracer gas in large buildings (Potter et al. 1983;
Zuercher and Feustel 1983). In one particuJ-ar application, a constant lnjection scrreme with
9?t_.Uae sampling of the interior air was applied to a laboratory buildlng (Freeman et aL.1983). In these measurements, tracer gas l¡as injected at a constant rate aL i2 1ocations andthe equilibrium tracer gas concenLrationwas determined from air sample bags fi1led at,12
other locations. This rrbag sample equilibriumrr method was compared to measurements based ontracer gas decay, and the agreement was good when mixing r.ras thorougtr.

Pressurization Testine of Larg!. Buildines

The constant injection technique has been used to measure aÍrflow rates in the evaluation ofthe airtightness of large building envelopes using pressurÍzation lesting. In pressurization
testing, a fan induces a Iarge pressure difference across the buildiñg envelope, and theairflow rate required to Índuce the pressure difference is measured.- The airfiow rate
associated with a specific inside-outside pressure difference is a measure of the airtighLnessof the building shell. The airflow can be induced with a large fan, which is brought 1o thebuilding for the test, or with the building's air-handling equipment. Various meanJexist formeasuring the airflow rate through the fan, but a constant injection tracer gas method has
been used in some cases. This is a si.mple technique, which does not require tñe duct 1engths
and flow straighteners associated with other flow-measuring techniques.

To measure the airflow rate with the constant injection tracer gas method, tracer gas isinjected into the airstream at a constant and known rate. Ttre tracer injeclion is genãrated
usj-ng a compressed gas cylinder with a flowmeter such as a critical orlfice, a flãat-type
rotameter, or an eLectronic flow controLler. The tracer concentration is then measured as lar
downstream as possible from the injection point. Under conditions of perfect mixing of thetracer gas and the airflow, lhe airflow rate can be determined from the tracer injectlon rate
and the measured concentration (see Equation 9).

SeveraL large industrial buildings have been pressure tested using a fan brought to thebuifdings and employing the flow-measuring technique described above (Lundin 1984).- Figure 2
shows a schematic of the flow-measuring equipment used in these t,ests. The same 11o"-
measuring procedure v;as applied to seven modern office buildings in which the buitding suppJ_yfans were used to pressurize the structure (Persily and Grot 1!84a). Figure 3 

-shows 
a

schematic of the test arrangement including the fan operating conditions, dañper positions,
tracer gas injection location, and tracer gas concentration measurement point.

I.TJLTIPLE TRACER TECHNISUES

The above tracer gas measurement techniques generally employ a single zone model of abuildÍng. In some cases' a sÍngle zone is not adequate to modeL a buildingrs infiltrationcharacteristics, or one is interested in the airflows between the various zones of a building.In these cases' multi<hamber buÍlding models and mulliple tracer gas measurement techniquesare used. The use of multiple tracer techniques for building airflow st,udies began in themiddle seventies. Multiple tracer measurements often involve the use of gas chroriatographs
designed to determine simultaneously the concentration of the differeni gases; howtver,
separate continuous infrared analyzers have also been successfully used for simultaneous
anal-ysis of SF6r C02 and N20 (Perera et al. 1983).

An illustration of the simultaneous chromatographic separation of six refrigerants isprovided in Figure 4. Note that the time for a single measurement of the six gases is on theorder of ten minutes. A throughput time of this magnitude may preclude the use of a singlegas chromatograph in a constant concentration measurement. If oñe desires analysis times on
the order of minutes, it is necessary to have several- gas chromatographs available.

Mult1p1e tracer gas measuring systems have been devel-oped using both decay and constantinjection techniques. In decay measurements, a tracer or severaL tracers are released at
various localions as pulses, and their concentrations are monitored in the various zones overtime. Several measure.men^t -systems employing.the- decay method have been developed, includingthose of Prior et al. (1983) and Irwinet al. (1984). Éoth systems employ gas chromatograpñelectron capture detectors, to measure refrige-rants in lhe first system and perfluorocãrbontracers in the latter. IrAnson et a1. (1982) also employs a decay system invol.vingrefrigerant tracers. In Figure 5 we show representative dãta- from theii paper in which twotracers are used to study the airflow between the upper and 1ower levels ór-a luiloing The
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refrigeranb C2CI2F4 is injected downstairs and CCI)F) upstairs. The movement of tracer
between the zo-nes and the subsequent decay is evidenl, in the data. Analysis of these data
yields the airflow rates between the two zones and from each zone to the outside.

Aconstant injection techniquehas been employed by Dietz and Cote (1982) and Diet,z et
al. (1984a) using several perfluorocarbon tracers and passive samplers. fn these measuremenls
a different tracer is released at a constant rate int,o each zone and the average concentratj.on
in all zones is determined over the measurement period. From the injection rates and the
average concentrations, one determines the airflows of interesl Figure 6 is an example of
measured airflows for a two-zone case using this technique (Dietz et al 1 984a).

here have been other multiple tracer studies incJ-uding those of Foord and Lidwell (1923
and 1975) studying ventilation rates and interzonal- airflows in hospitals. Lagus (gT7)
suggested the use (shown in Figure 7) of mulliple tracer gases in multi-story buildings for
evaluating simultaneously j.nfiLtration rates on individuaL floors and airflow rates between
floors by injectlng a different tracer on each of three adjacent fl-oorg Lagus (1982a, 1982b)
has used multiple tracers to study ventilation effectiveness and hazardous containment
integrity of forced ventilation systems wit,hin a chemical process, industrial pLant
environment. A similar approach has been used to demonstrate the degree of
venlilation/isolalion of a process control- computer room in a pulp miI1 (Lagus 1981). Figure
B shows an example of a constant injection measurement of ventilation and interzonal airfjows
in two adjacent, negative pressure laboratory rooms (Lagus 1984). The two laboratories are
under negative pressure (as shown in the figure), and a different tracer gas is injected into
each laboratory at a conslant rate. The equilibrium tracer concentrations in each zone are
al-so shown in the figure. Ïhe measured aÍrflow rates agree weLl wilh the ventiLation rates
measured by tracer decay. In addition, note the flow of the refrigerant GrFa into the lower
laboratory. This evj.dence of undesired airflow between the laboratories led t'o the laboratory
owner taking remedial action

fn many of these applications, it should be noted that one does not require the full
solutions lo Equation 10 to obtain usefuL information. For instance, documentation of
ventilation-induced isolation, demonstralion of ventilation-induced hazardous containment
integrity' and characterization of inadvertant reeirculation are examples of the information
obtainable without resorting to a full sol-utÍon of Equation 10.

LOI^¡-COST TRACER GAS TECHNIOUES

The various tracer gas measurj.ng techniques descri.bed above involve bringing sophisticated
equipment for measuring tracer gas concentralions to the buiJ-ding under investigation Long-
term measurements require one to leave this equipment in the building for extended periods of
time. These studies provi.de immediate resuLts and much detail, but they occupy expensive
equipment and require highly skilled professionaLs for instal-latior¡ Several low-cost tracer
gas measuring techniques have been developed, which are useful- for surveying the air leakage
characteristics of large numbers of buildings. In addition, the field procedures can be
handLed by less well trained peopla These techniques provide less informalion than long-term
studies, but in some cases the data colfecled are adequate. The Low-cosl procedures generally
involve some device for on-site air sampling, with the lracer gas concentration of the air
sample being subsequentially determj.ned at some central locatj.on Thus, a single tracer gas
measuring device can be used to obtain infiltration measurements in many buildings Most of
these techniques have been applied to homes, but they can also be used in large buildings.

Decay Methods

Low-cost tracer gas decay techniques are based on the same principJ-es as other decay methods,
and have been described previously (Grot 1980; Harrje et aI. 1982; Tamura and Evans 1983).
They involve Ínjection of the tracer gas into the building at an appropriate location, or
locations, to facilitate the achievement of a uniform tracer gas concentration throughout thestructure. After sufficient tÍme is atlowed for this mixing, air-sample containers are fÍlIedat roughly equaJ. time intervalg The containers are then sent to a central laboratory where
the tracer gas concenlration of each sample is measured. From the decay rate of the tracer
gas concentration, one determines the average air infilt,ration rate during the measuremenlperlod. The tracer gas injection and the air sampling require careful- altention by the fieldpersonnel, but the procedures thçmselves are not difficulL A vari.ety of specifi.c containers
have been used incLudine 3o5 inj (5oo mL) flexible polyethylene botties (Harrje et ar. 1gBÐ,
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Ç^O-o in.3 (10 L), five-layer air sample bags (Grot 1980; Persily andGrot 1984b), and 1.2 in3(20 mL) evacuated blood sample tubes (Tamura and Evans igg¡1.

These low-cost decay methods have generally been applÍed to homes, but larger buildings
have also been tested. A study of an 1'l-story. office building using Lhe'rbottlã techniqusn
has been mentioned earlier (Harrje et al. 1982).

The low-cost of lhese techniques has
characteristics of large numbers of homes.
decay tests are conducted in each home under a
measured air infiltration rates in over 200 h
Clark 1979). Another survey examined more t
1984b). The low-cost of these measuring techniques enables the testing of large numbers ofhomes spread over a large geographical area with a single tracer gas coìcentration r"""u"ing
device.

Constant Injection Methods

Low-cost air infiltration measuring techniques based on the constant injection of tracer gasinto a building have been developed. In these procedures, a tracer gas is injected at aconstant rate and the interior air is continuously sampl-ed to determine the averagã tra"eigasconcentration in t'he building over the sampling period. The average concentration and theinjection rate are combined to determine the average infiltration iate over this same timeperiod. In the Low-cosl versj.ons of this technique, relatively simpJ.e devices are used fortracer gas injection and air sampling, while the tracer .gas concentration of the air sampJ.e isdetermined with equipment at a centraL facility.
one version of que is the average infiltration monitor (AIM)

developed at the L (Harrje et al. iggll. This system employssuitcase-sized inje unattended measurement of long-term avàrageinfiLtration rates mp that s1ow1y releases the tiacer gas al aconstant rate into slowly fil1s a sámple bag to obt,ain the averagetracer gas co iod. The concentration in the sample bãgis later dete technique employs smalÌ passive injectors
and samplers en National Laboratory Ãir rnfiltiation
Monitoring Sy carbon tracer gases (PFT) w¡tic¡r diffuse out atat a known and constant rate from a fluoroelastomer plug impregnated with the tracer (Dietz
and cote 1982:' Dietz et al. 1984a, -1984b). Trre paslive-sa-mpler is a smarl capirlaryadsorption tube, which coll-ects the PFT from the building interior during the test. The
sampler is later analyzed to determine the average tracer gas concentratj.on in the building
and, hence, the average air infiltration rate.

The application of these constant injection, long-term averaging techniques to largebuildings requires that severaL tracer sources be used and that ttrãy àre well-distributed
throughout the bu1lding. Several samplers are also required. In mêchanically ventilatedoffice buildings' the intermittent operation of fans anà changing damper positions must be
considered when using these techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

In fhis paper we have attempted to describe recent applications of tracer.gas measuring
technÍques to characterize infittration and ventilation in bui.ldings, wiùh particular
attention given to large buildings. There are presentty a large varieby-oi ways lo study air
exchange in buildings, and a range in experimental cost, complãxity, añd compieteness oi thedata obtaine¡j"
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TRA.ER .ASES *T**tT.Jrr¡E TE.HNTQUES

Technique 
Gases

lhermat Conductivity Detector 
H 2, He, COz

Electron capture Gas ctrrqnatograph sF6r Refrigerants, perfluorocarbons
Flane Ionizatlon Gas Chrcmai,ograph CùO
Infrared Absorption CO, CO2r SF6, N2O, C*6, ffi,+

RELATT/E GÁs cosrs t*lffitf;.frcr^0Br,.rry rNro Accq,Nr

Gas

He

coz

Nzo

'l'.

CBrF3

PDCX{**

Detectable
Concentration

(ppm)

300

1

1

5x10{
5 x 10-3

1

5 x 10-5

5x1o{

Gas Voh¡ne
Per Do1lar

fl3 (m3)

Maxi¡nu¡n ltreasureable
Vo1t¡ne Per DoIIar
ft3 (m3)

1.4

7,0

2.4

0. 13

It

ll

3.7 x 1O-2

(0.13)

( 0.6 5)

(0.22)

(1.2 x 1o-2)

tl

(3.4 x lo-3)

4 x 103

6x104

2x106

2 x 1010

2x107

1x105

7x108

(4 x lo2)

(6 x lo5)

(¿ x lo5)

(¿ x to9)

(¿ x lo6)

(l x lo4)

Q x to7)
3.0 x 10-3 (2.8 x lo-4) 6 x 108 (6 x lo7)

*

i*

lhe three detect'able concentr¡tion levels for sF6 are based on different concentrationmeasuring devices' 5 x 10-ô is uãsãã-o;-þ;;8.;; capture gas crrronatograptry wÍth ameasurement time of about 5 minutes. - 5 ; 1ö-3-i;;i;" båseo oã ãr"ãf"o" caprure detection
iå:ir3":::rfiåii|i.ï:îil:ff:t tñ:- I ps' iÀ u""ãa'ån derecrion ;irÀ-iñ'adsorprion.
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